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A Louisiana couple has apologized after video footage showing the woman touching an endangered Hawaiian monk seal went viral, inspiring harsh criticism and
death threats.

Newlyweds ‘deeply sorry’ for viral Hawaiian monk seal incident
"When I got to my write that day, I was like, 'It'd be really cool to figure out 'how do we go from bad to good' instead of 'how did we go from good to bad?'" ...

Viral Sensation Alexandra Kay Puts a New Spin on the Tried-and-True Love Story with 'How Do We Go'
The Squatty Potty looks like a typical medical device. It’s plastic, white, and efficiently designed but not too streamlined. It props your legs up while you poop
and nothing more. I can’t ...

How a viral video of a unicorn is changing the way we poop
I’m sure somewhere in Afghanistan, some kid is bragging about how he took control of an American Pokémon gym,” he said. Clever British schoolchildren
are reportedly falsifying COVID test results to ...

The Out-of-Touch Adults' Guide To Kid Culture: Could We Really Colonize Venus?
Mount Laurel’s Black community has roots that trace back to the Revolutionary War and a legacy that has shaped housing development across the country.

Before the viral video, Black Mount Laurel residents rewrote the law on fair housing
A manager, along with eight staff members, gave their two-week notices at the same time and collaborated to send a final message to management.

'We all quit': Burger King employees' sign goes viral
If you're like me, then the Instagram algorithm's got you pegged as some kinda aspiring fairy-princess-mermaid-goddess-witch (maybe you're even part of the
magical Instagram niche ...

That viral Selkie puff dress only works for the Instagram fantasy world
FacebookBefore he was sparring with his bosses, Brandon Hanks was a viral sensation.In 2019, Hanks—a 28-year-old Black Syracuse police officer who was once
a standout high school guard—showed up at ...

The Bizarre Beef Between a Viral Black Cop and His Bosses
At first, the young man crossing the streets on stilts in a viral video appears to be out having fun and doing something different. But there is more to his story.
Allenton Riley, 18 and a recent ...

Milwaukee Stilt Walker Goes Viral
They recently learned what the word “viral” means, and they’re very surprised their humor and heart has been circulated widely across the internet, winning
fans and followers along the way.

Viral stars The Old Gays on their newfound fame, coming out and the next LGBTQ generation
and which may be able to deliver gene therapy in a very controlled way. The scientists created a technique in which cells only absorb a viral vector when they are
exposed to a red light. The work has ...
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Scientists Create Viral Vectors That Can Be Activated With Light
Scientists acknowledge we know less about J&J than the vaccines from Pfizer and Moderna. So how does it fare against the delta variant, and what is that data based
on?

In-Depth: What we know about the Johnson and Johnson COVID vaccine against the delta variant
“I will say this very much on the record, that the way that Janicza ... users spark viral conversations on a regular basis. The influence of Black millennials on white
culture and their broad ...

'Zola' gives the Black author of the viral tweet thread the respect she and her story deserve
who made a viral video explaining the strike. “Black creators are tired of white people profiting off our work and appropriating Black culture,” she said.
“We’ve seen the way older ...

‘They can’t do it without us’: Black TikTokers strike to protest dance appropriation
"Trauma is the invisible force that shapes our lives, the way we love ... "So much of what we call abnormality in this culture is actually normal responses to an
abnormal culture," Dr. Maté ...

'The Wisdom of Trauma': Can Your Deepest Pain be a Doorway to Healing? A New Movie Featuring Dr. Gabor Maté Goes Viral
“No Rules Rules: Netflix and the Culture of Reinvention” Get it now on Libro.fm using the button below. The person behind the viral "Crazy Nastya-- Honey
Badger" video joins the legion of ...
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